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Before Agritechnica 2022

your advertisements will be on the desks of 22,000

agricultural machinery dealers & farm contractors

* NEW

INTERNATIONAL

Focus on whole Europe:
Talk to the agricultural machinery dea-
lers, contractors and industry in many 
countries through your advertisement

in TRADER for Agritechnica 2022.

We would be pleased to help you in translating

and designing your advertisement. 

Our Advertising Department looks forward to

hearing from you – Fon + 49 (0) 41 71-78 35 - 0

Your promotional

   start to the

new season 2022!

*



The contents of this issue
will interest every reader

■ What does Agritechnica 2022 offer?

■ Gold and silver medals for innovations

■ Where is the development of tractors, tillage 

equipment, harvesting technology and other 

agricultural machinery heading?

■ Machine innovations for the year 2022:

We present the technical highlights
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Halls15, 16,17, 18

Engineering Agriculture through Smart Solutions
B2B platform for the supply industry – Future Lounge with attractive specialist technical programme – 

New Systems & Components Engineers’ Choice Trophy for innovation

Systems & Components 

W hat disruptive technologies support agricultural business models and what are the tools, components or systems that can contribute to optimising the func-tionality of modern agricultural technology? Answers to these questions will be provided by Systems & Components, which will take place parallel to Agritechnica. With the guid-ing theme of “Assisted Farming – Engineer-ing Agriculture through Smart Solutions”, this international B2B platform for the entire off-highway sector will focus on assistance systems for agricultural machinery, as well as upstream and downstream data interaction.Comprising a technical spotlight, an indus-try get-together and a B2B platform, Systems & Components will complement the trade fair’s farming focus by providing the latest devel-opments and innovations in the field of agri- cultural machinery components and related sectors. The 700-plus exhibitors in Halls 15, 16, 17 and 18 will offer a comprehensive over-view of current trends and will take a look into the future of agricultural engineering. Industry leaders, medium-sized companies and start-ups from more than 40 countries will lever- age their know-how to present innovations in the areas of engines, electronics, drive tech-nology, hydraulics, cabs, as well as spare and wearing parts.

Guiding theme “Assisted Farming – Engineering Agriculture through Smart Solutions”
With the guiding theme Assisted Farming – Engineering Agriculture through Smart Solu-

tions, Systems & Components focuses on as-sistance systems for agricultural machinery as well as upstream and downstream data inter-action. The innovative combination of hydrau-lic, mechanical and electronic engineering so-lutions creates new applications and methods that provide manufacturers, farmers and the off-highway sector with optimal solutions to meet the challenges of the future. At the same time, designers are adapting to additive manufacturing, where the possibilities of building three-dimensional objects made of plastic, ceramics or metal have expanded rapidly. At the top of the agenda for agricul-tural machinery manufacturers are Condi-tion Monitoring and Predictive Maintenance. The focus here is on prevention, because any unplanned downtime inhibits productivity. Thanks to innovative sensor technology, criti-cal events and the operating condition of com-ponents with a high potential for wear can be detected at an early stage, before they occur. Collecting the sensor data and its intelligent interpretation with the aid of big data analytics can help to increase efficiency and operational reliability. Downtime is reduced because ser-vice technicians’ efforts and the replacement of spare parts can be targeted.
Future Lounge with attractive specialist program

The Future Lounge is home to Systems & Components’ specialist technical programme, and this promises to provide insights into cur-rent topics of interest to the supplier industry. In addition to technical presentations, the win-

ners of the new Systems & Components Engi-neers’ Choice Trophy will be highlighted there. The topics that will be the focus of attention in the Future Lounge this year are:Future Machine Architecture (Tuesday, 12th November)Under the pressure of stricter emissions regulations, the agricultural engineering industry is also faced with the challenge of 

developing new concepts for optimising the entire drive system. The Future Lounge takes a look into the future.Additive Manufacturing (Wednesday, 13th November)In recent times, additive manufacturing for the production of end products has been used increasingly in agricultural machinery. Experts will present new techniques and materials, as well as information technology applications, discuss the validation of qual-ity control and explain the topic from a legal perspective.
Predictive Maintenance (Thursday, 14th November)Technology now enables machines to detect faults early on, automatically correct errors and thus avoid component failures. Digital sensors allow more data to be collected and extensive analysis can be performed. Experts will discuss future systems, the handling of data, and the opportunities and risks of 5G networks.

New Business Models (Friday, 15th November)Disruptive technologies and artificial in-telligence are finding their way into ma-chine development and production. What can we expect from AI and what impact does it have on existing and future business models? Experts give insights into new strategies, show growth perspectives and 

give tips for companies to implement their own business models.

New Systems & Components Engineers’ Choice Trophy
The DLG will award its new Systems & Components Engineers’ Choice Trophy for the first time at Agritechnica 2019. This new award recognises the high status and innova-tive strength of the supply industry producing components and systems for agricultural ma-chinery.

The winners will be selected by a jury of development engineers from the agricultural machinery manufacturers exhibiting at Agri- technica. They will choose from the shortlist of nominated innovations that is available to view online at: www.agritechica.com/systems-and-components-trophyThe announcement of the inaugural compe-tition winners will be made on 10th November 2019, on the first day of Agritechnica 2019 in Hanover. On 11th November, the three manu- facturers winning awards will present their new products in the Systems & Components Future Lounge.

The view into the future

VDI-MEG

A prestigious conference aimed at engi-neers operating in the agricultural sector will take place on the eve of Agritech-nica 2019. The 77th International Conference “LAND.TECHNIK – AgEng 2019” will be held at the Hanover Exhibition Grounds’ Conven-tion Center on the 8th/9th November.Organised by the VDI (Verein Deutscher Ingenieure or Association of German Engi-neers), the event is expected to attract 1,100 
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ners of the new Systems & Components Engi-neers’ Choice Trophy will be highlighted there. The topics that will be the focus of attention in the Future Lounge this year are:Future Machine Architecture (Tuesday, 12th November)Under the pressure of stricter emissions regulations, the agricultural engineering industry is also faced with the challenge of 

developing new concepts for optimising the entire drive system. The Future Lounge takes a look into the future.Additive Manufacturing (Wednesday, 13th November)In recent times, additive manufacturing for the production of end products has been used increasingly in agricultural machinery. Experts will present new techniques and materials, as well as information technology applications, discuss the validation of qual-ity control and explain the topic from a legal perspective.
Predictive Maintenance (Thursday, 14th November)Technology now enables machines to detect faults early on, automatically correct errors and thus avoid component failures. Digital sensors allow more data to be collected and extensive analysis can be performed. Experts will discuss future systems, the handling of data, and the opportunities and risks of 5G networks.

New Business Models (Friday, 15th November)Disruptive technologies and artificial in-telligence are finding their way into ma-chine development and production. What can we expect from AI and what impact does it have on existing and future business models? Experts give insights into new strategies, show growth perspectives and 

give tips for companies to implement their own business models.

New Systems & Components Engineers’ Choice Trophy
The DLG will award its new Systems & Components Engineers’ Choice Trophy for the first time at Agritechnica 2019. This new award recognises the high status and innova-tive strength of the supply industry producing components and systems for agricultural ma-chinery.

The winners will be selected by a jury of development engineers from the agricultural machinery manufacturers exhibiting at Agri- technica. They will choose from the shortlist of nominated innovations that is available to view online at: www.agritechica.com/systems-and-components-trophyThe announcement of the inaugural compe-tition winners will be made on 10th November 2019, on the first day of Agritechnica 2019 in Hanover. On 11th November, the three manu- facturers winning awards will present their new products in the Systems & Components Future Lounge.

The view into the futureinternational engineers’ conference will once again take place prior 
to Agritechnica – LAND.TEChNiK–AgEng 2019 takes place on 8th 
and 9th November – More than 1,100 experts from all agricultural 
engineering specialisms are expected to attend

VDI-MEG

A prestigious conference aimed at engi-neers operating in the agricultural sector will take place on the eve of Agritech-nica 2019. The 77th International Conference “LAND.TECHNIK – AgEng 2019” will be held at the Hanover Exhibition Grounds’ Conven-tion Center on the 8th/9th November.Organised by the VDI (Verein Deutscher Ingenieure or Association of German Engi-neers), the event is expected to attract 1,100 

delegates who will be able to choose from about 70 presentations on 20 distinct topics. LAND.TECHNIK is renowned for brings to-gether specialists, experts and professionals from a range of fields to prepare for the future of agriculture.
The conference is essential for agricultural engineers working in fields including: the sup-ply of components (drive systems, hydraulics, automation, electronics, IT and communica-

Next event takes place in January 2021 At herning showground in Denmark from 19 – 22 January

Agromek

A gromek, Scandinavia’s largest agricul-tural exhibition, moves its next bien-nial event from the originally planned November 2020 dates to week 3 in 2021. Sten Andersen, chairman of Agromek, says main reason is the changing of dates for the French SIMA and German Eurotier events to week 46, 2020 and week 47 respectively. This then would have meant three major international livestock/machinery events in November 2019. The Agromek organisers thus decided to make things more attractive for their exhibitors and visitors by placing the Scandinavian show in the beginning of the following year.“By greatly increasing the time interval be-tween Agromek and the other international events, we create much better conditions for our paying visitors, guests and exhibitors”, 

he says, adding that the new date decision was made following thorough research and dialogue with exhibitors from several agroin-dustry sectors within the exhibition. “There is enormous support for our decision to return to Agromek’s former period in January”.Jens-Peter Lundgaard, chairman of the Da- nish Agroindustry Association, comments that changing Agromek’s dates towards the end of January, when it had been held between 1974 and 2008, is in the interests of all involved. Moving away from the overfilled autumn cal-endar, he reckons, will undoubtedly attract even more foreign guests to the Danish event. At the last Agromek in November 2018, 25 % of the total 41,600 visitors came from outside Denmark.

The VDI (Association of German Engineers) has its seat in Düsseldorf, Germany and repre-

sents the engineering and technology branch. It is the largest technical-scientific associa-

tion in Germany with almost 155,000 members and is both a developer and disseminator 

of technological expertise. Thanks to the vast network of experts and the know-how of the 

VDI, engineers and specialists and leading executives in the field of technology may choose 

from 1,000 further training courses each year. The hosting organisation, the VDI Wissens-

forum offers seminars, technology forums, training courses, symposia and congresses in all 

relevant branches. The focus is always on latest developments in technological expertise.

Contact: Dr. Andreas Herrmann, VDI Society Technologies of Life Sciences
Technical Division Max Eyth Society for Agricultural Engineering 
VDI-Platz 1, 40468 Düsseldorf/GermanyTel. +49 (0) 211 62 14 - 415, Fax: +49 (0) 211 62 14 - 177, E-Mail: meg@vdi.de

About the VDI

tion technology, robotics); crop technology; and feed production as well as renewable en-ergy sources and energy crops.Among the topics that will be discussed this year are:
Drives, Analysis of Drive Trains, Drive Technology; Tractors, Combine Harvester, Tyres and Soil; Automation, Field Robotics, Automation Concepts; Data Management, Networks, Communication; Harvesting Tech-nologies, Precision Farming, Optimisation of Farm Work, Tillage and Sowing, Soil and Fer-tilisation and Operating Systems, Cyber Physi-cal Systems.

The LAND.TECHNIK conference takes place annually, but every two years it is held on the eve of Agritechnica, as the world’s ma-jor farm machinery manufacturers converge on Hanover, Germany. This makes LAND.TECHNIK one of the most important events for those working in agricultural engineering and an essential opportunity to network and discuss future developments in the sector.Information on LAND.TECHNIK AgEng 2019 can be found at: www.vdi-wissensforum.de/en/ageng/congress/
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opments and innovations in the field of agri-cultural machinery components and related sectors. The 700-plus exhibitors in Halls 15, 16, 17 and 18 will offer a comprehensive over-view of current trends and will take a look into the future of agricultural engineering. Industry 

tion Monitoring and Predictive Maintenance. The focus here is on prevention, because any unplanned downtime inhibits productivity. Thanks to innovative sensor technology, criti-cal events and the operating condition of com-ponents with a high potential for wear can be detected at an early stage, before they occur. 

ity control and explain the topic from a legal perspective.
Predictive Maintenance(Thursday, 14th November)Technology now enables machines to detect 
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Innovative trade fair concept
  Global agricultural technology platform with attractive

exhibition offering, new topics and visitor services –

   Start-ups present their innovations in the DLG-AgrifutureLab –

International specialist technical programme with conferences and forums

M
“Innovations, information, networking and 

business – this is what the world’s leading trade 

fair for agricultural technology stands for,” 

says Marie Servais, Project Manager at Agri-

technica, who is pleased with the high level 

of interest ahead of the event. “Agritechnica is 

fully booked out to the very last stand, and the 

event is once again the global platform for na-

tional and international agriculture.

“With new services for visitors, such as our 

innovative Agritechnica app, but also new 

event formats such as International Farmers’ 

Day and the DLG-AgrifutureLab, we are offer-

ing new platforms for the growing dynamics in 

agriculture and agricultural engineering,” adds 

Servais. “And under 2019’s guiding theme, 

“Global Farming – Local Responsibility”, we 

are discussing solutions for the sustainable 

ture of agriculture in numerous forums, spe-

cial features and conferences, together with the
cial features and conferences, together with the

agricultural machinery industry.”
agricultural machinery industry.”

LG-AgrifutureLab: Agricultural 
LG-AgrifutureLab: Agricultural 

start-ups present their innovations
start-ups present their innovations

With the DLG-AgrifutureLab (Pavilion 11, 
With the DLG-AgrifutureLab (Pavilion 11, 

Hall 11), Agritechnica 2019 will be offering 
Hall 11), Agritechnica 2019 will be offering 

start-ups and other recently established in
start-ups and other recently established in-

novative companies the opportunity to pro
novative companies the opportunity to pro-

vide answers to the big questions about the 
vide answers to the big questions about the 

future of agriculture by providing them 
future of agriculture by providing them 

with attractive ways to present their vi
with attractive ways to present their vi-

sions and products to the international 
sions and products to the international 

agricultural sector. These may include 
agricultural sector. These may include 

sensor technology, cloud data storage 
sensor technology, cloud data storage 

and the introduction of smartphone 
and the introduction of smartphone 

apps that make use of “big data” and 
apps that make use of “big data” and 

clever algorithms have the potential 
clever algorithms have the potential 

to revolutionise the way farmers 
to revolutionise the way farmers 

manage their crops. The internet 
manage their crops. The internet 

and social media mean that any company with 

a compelling offering can get its products in 

front of farmers, and start-ups with the right 

idea at the right time can build new markets 

where none existed before.

DLG Special Features

“Protecting Yield & Nature” and 

“Acre of Knowledge”

Sustainable agriculture should reconcile 

productivity with the conservation of resour-

ces and the environment. To achieve this, 

farmers worldwide need the appropriate know-

how and applicable technologies for their local 

conditions to efficiently implement these goals 

on their farms. In an increasingly digitised ag

ricultural sector, many innovative technologies 

are available for this purpose.

Under its guiding theme “Global Farming 

– Local Responsibility”, Agritechnica will pre

sent the latest technologies and trends that can

enable a sustainable productivity increase 

in agriculture and provide answers on safe

guarding yields and protecting the environ

ment. These include, in particular, the latest 

developments in the fields of soil-conservation 

technology, technology for low-loss fertilisa

tion, innovative systems for decision support, 

resource-saving crop protection methods and 

innovative irrigation systems. Two Special Fea

tures at Agritechnica 2019 will provide a par

ticular focus on these issues:

Protecting Yield & Nature in Hall 15, which 

focuses on these topics, will include 15 manu

facturers, institutions and specialist partners 

exhibiting the latest technologies and systems.

The Acre of Knowledge in Hall 21 will show 

how farms on different continents around the 

world can benefit from innovative technology. 

Halls15, 16,

Engineering Agriculture through Smart Solutions
B2B platform for the supply industry – Future Lounge with attractive specialist technical programme – 

ners of the new Systems & Components Engineers’ Choice Trophy will be highlighted there. The topics that will be the focus of attention in the Future Lounge this year are:Future Machine Architecture(Tuesday, 12th November)Under the pressure of stricter emissionsregulations, the agricultural engineering industry is also faced with the challenge of 

developing new concepts for optimising the entire drive system. The Future Lounge takes a look into the future.Additive Manufacturing(Wednesday, 13th November)In recent times, additive manufacturing for the production of end products has been used increasingly in agricultural machinery. Experts will present new techniques and materials, as well as information technology applications, discuss the validation of qual-ity control and explain the topic from a legal 

ners of the new Systems & Components Engi-neers’ Choice Trophy will be highlighted there. The topics that will be the focus of attention in 

Under the pressure of stricter emissionsregulations, the agricultural engineering industry is also faced with the challenge of 

developing new concepts for optimising the entire drive system. The Future Lounge 

ConventionCC
Center

give tips for companies to implement their own business models.

New Systems & ComponentsEngineers’ Choice Trophy

The view into the futureinternational engineers’ conference will once again take place prior 
to Agritechnica – LAND.TEChNiK–AgEng 2019 takes place on 8th
and 9th November – More than 1,100 experts from all agricultural 
engineering specialisms are expected to attend

VDI-MEG

A prestigious conference aimed at engi-neers operating in the agricultural sector will take place on the eve of Agritech-nica 2019. The 77th International Conference “LAND.TECHNIK – AgEng 2019” will be held at the Hanover Exhibition Grounds’ Conven-tion Center on the 8th/9th November.Organised by the VDI (Verein Deutscher Ingenieure or Association of German Engi-neers), the event is expected to attract 1,100 

delegates who will be able to choose from about 70 presentations on 20 distinct topics. LAND.TECHNIK is renowned for brings to-gether specialists, experts and professionals from a range of fields to prepare for the future of agriculture.
The conference is essential for agricultural engineers working in fields including: the sup-ply of components (drive systems, hydraulics, automation, electronics, IT and communica-

Next event takes

Agromek

The VDI (Association of German Engineers) has its seat in Düsseldorf, Germany and repre-

sents the engineering and technology branch. It is the largest technical-scientific associa-

tion in Germany with almost 155,000 members and is both a developer and disseminator 

of technological expertise. Thanks to the vast network of experts and the know-how of the 

VDI, engineers and specialists and leading executives in the field of technology may choose 

from 1,000 further training courses each year. The hosting organisation, the VDI Wissens-

forum offers seminars, technology forums, training courses, symposia and congresses in all 

relevant branches. The focus is always on latest developments in technological expertise.

Contact: Dr. Andreas Herrmann, VDI Society Technologies of Life Sciences
Technical Division Max Eyth Society for Agricultural Engineering
VDI-Platz 1, 40468 Düsseldorf/GermanyTel. +49 (0) 211 62 14 - 415, Fax: +49 (0) 211 62 14 - 177, E-Mail: meg@vdi.de

About the VDI

tion technology, robotics); crop technology; and feed production as well as renewable energy sources and energy crops.Among the topics that will be discussed this year are:
Drives, Analysis of Drive Trains, Drive Technology; Tractors, Combine Harvester, Tyres and Soil; Automation, Field Robotics, Automation Concepts; Data Management, Networks, Communication; Harvesting Technologies, Precision Farming, Optimisation of Farm Work, Tillage and Sowing, Soil and Fertilisation and Operating Systems, Cyber Physical Systems.

The LAND.TECHNIK conference takes place annually, but every two years it is held on the eve of Agritechnica, as the world’s major farm machinery manufacturers converge on Hanover, Germany. This makes LAND.TECHNIK one of the most important events for those working in agricultural engineering and an essential opportunity to network and discuss future developments in the sector.Information on LAND.TECHNIK AgEng 2019 can be found at: www.vdi-wissensforum.de/en/ageng/congress/

Halls15, 16,17, 18

Engineering Agriculture through Smart Solutions
B2B platform for the supply industry – Future Lounge with attractive specialist technical programme – 

ners of the new Systems & Components Engineers’ Choice Trophy will be highlighted there. The topics that will be the focus of attention in the Future Lounge this year are:Future Machine Architecture(Tuesday, 12th November)Under the pressure of stricter emissionsregulations, the agricultural engineering industry is also faced with the challenge of 

developing new concepts for optimising the entire drive system. The Future Lounge takes a look into the future.Additive Manufacturing(Wednesday, 13th November)In recent times, additive manufacturing for the production of end products has been used increasingly in agricultural machinery. Experts will present new techniques and materials, as well as information technology applications, discuss the validation of quality control and explain the topic from a legal 

Sustainable agriculture should reconcile 

productivity with the conservation of resour-

ces and the environment. To achieve this, 

farmers worldwide need the appropriate know-

how and applicable technologies for their local 

conditions to efficiently implement these goals 

on their farms. In an increasingly digitised ag-

ricultural sector, many innovative technologies 

Under its guiding theme “Global Farming 

– Local Responsibility”, Agritechnica will pre-

sent the latest technologies and trends that can

enable a sustainable productivity increase 

in agriculture and provide answers on safe-

guarding yields and protecting the environ-

ment. These include, in particular, the latest 

developments in the fields of soil-conservation 

technology, technology for low-loss fertilisa-

tion, innovative systems for decision support, 

resource-saving crop protection methods and 

innovative irrigation systems. Two Special Fea-

tures at Agritechnica 2019 will provide a par-

Protecting Yield & Nature in Hall 15, which 

focuses on these topics, will include 15 manu-

facturers, institutions and specialist partners 

exhibiting the latest technologies and systems.

The Acre of Knowledge in Hall 21 will show 

how farms on different continents around the 

world can benefit from innovative technology. 

Engineering Agriculture through Smart Solutions
B2B platform for the supply industry – Future Lounge with attractive specialist technical programme – 

ners of the new Systems & Components Engineers’ Choice Trophy will be highlighted there. The topics that will be the focus of attention in the Future Lounge this year are:Future Machine Architecture(Tuesday, 12th November)Under the pressure of stricter emissionsregulations, the agricultural engineering industry is also faced with the challenge of 

developing new concepts for optimising the entire drive system. The Future Lounge takes a look into the future.Additive Manufacturing(Wednesday, 13th November)In recent times, additive manufacturing for the production of end products has been used increasingly in agricultural machinery. Experts will present new techniques and materials, as well as information technology applications, discuss the validation of qual
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and social media mean that any company with 

a compelling offering can get its products in 

front of farmers, and start-ups with the right 

idea at the right time can build new markets 

where none existed before.

DLG Special Features 

“Protecting Yield & Nature” and 

“Acre of Knowledge”

Sustainable agriculture should reconcile 

productivity with the conservation of resour- 

ces and the environment. To achieve this, 

farmers worldwide need the appropriate know-

how and applicable technologies for their local 

conditions to efficiently implement these goals 

on their farms. In an increasingly digitised ag-

ricultural sector, many innovative technologies 

are available for this purpose.

Under its guiding theme “Global Farming 

– Local Responsibility”, Agritechnica will pre-

sent the latest technologies and trends that can 

enable a sustainable productivity increase 

in agriculture and provide answers on safe-

guarding yields and protecting the environ-

ment. These include, in particular, the latest 

developments in the fields of soil-conservation 

technology, technology for low-loss fertilisa-

tion, innovative systems for decision support, 

resource-saving crop protection methods and 

innovative irrigation systems. Two Special Fea-

tures at Agritechnica 2019 will provide a par-

ticular focus on these issues:

Protecting Yield & Nature in Hall 15, which 

focuses on these topics, will include 15 manu-

facturers, institutions and specialist partners 

exhibiting the latest technologies and systems.

The Acre of Knowledge in Hall 21 will show 

how farms on different continents around the 

world can benefit from innovative technology. 

This Special Feature offers international visi-

tors in particular the opportunity to partici-

pate in a unique information platform that will 

allow them to compare different systems and 

offers in one place, to engage in an intensive 

exchange of opinions and experiences with ex-

perts, and to make new contacts.

Numerous other forum events at Agritech-

nica 2019 will complete the national and inter-

national information offering on these impor-

tant topics.

Systems & Components will have its 

own theme and a new competition

This year marks the fourth time that Systems 

& Components has featured as part of Agri- 

technica. Its role as a technical spotlight, in-

dustry get-together and B2B platform for OEM 

suppliers perfectly complements the world’s 

leading trade fair for agricultural technology. 

Systems & Components will provide informa-

tion on the latest developments and innova-

tions from manufacturers supplying the parts 

used to build machinery for the agricultural 

and related sectors.
About 700 exhibitors in Halls 15, 16, 17 

and 18 at Hanover Exhibition Grounds will 

offer a comprehensive overview of current 

trends and take a look into the future of agri- 

cultural engineering. Businesses of all sizes, 

from industry leaders to start-ups, from more 

than 40 countries will present their compe-

tence and innovative strength in the areas of 

engines, electronics, drive technology, hy-

draulics and cabs, as well as spare and wearing 

parts.

With its own guiding theme, “Assisted 

Farming – Engineering Agriculture Through 

Smart Solutions”, Systems & Components will 

this year focus on assistance systems for agri-

cultural machinery, as well as upstream and 

downstream data interaction. And the DLG 

will award the “Systems & Components En-

gineers’ Choice Trophy” for components and 

systems for the first time at Agritechnica 2019. 

This will recognise the high status and innova-

tive force of the supplier industry for agricul-

tural machinery.

International Dealer and 

Service Centre

The DLG, the German Federation of Agri-

cultural Engineers and the European Agricul-

tural Machinery Trade Association (CLIM-

MAR) will again host the International Dealer 

and Service Centre (Hall 2, Stand E40). Aimed 

at all agricultural technology dealers world-

wide, this is a centrally located service point 

for the sector providing information and net-

working opportunities. The service centre’s 

comprehensive offering will include companies 

providing finance, insurance, logistics, used 

equipment, freight forwarding, customs and 

personnel services.

International Visitors’ Lounge 

in Hall 21

The central meeting point for visitors from 

all over the world at Agritechnica 2019 will 

be the International Visitors’ Lounge. Located 

in Hall 21, close to the DLG stand, the Inter-

national Visitors’ Lounge provides facilities 

for visitors to meet business partners, hold 

expert discussions, plan their exhibition tour 

or simply relax between exploring the halls at 

Hanover Exhibition Grounds. In addition, staff 

from the DLG’s international subsidiaries will 

be available to inform visitors about special of-

fers and the worldwide trade fairs organised by 

the DLG Group.

New app to help visitors plan 

Visitors to Agritechnica in November will 

have a new tool at their disposal to help op-

timise their time at Hanover’s Exhibition 

Grounds. The Agritechnica app, an interactive 

guide to the world’s leading farm machinery 

trade fair, will allow them to easily and profes-

sionally prepare their visit between November 

10th and 16th this year. This functional and 

user-friendly app, which is available for both 

iOS and Android, and is available in the re-

spective app stores, will not only assist visitors 

in advance of arriving at Agritechnica 2019, 

but will also support them once they arrive at 

the exhibition grounds.

The app is split into three main sections – 

Exhibitors, Products and Information – put-

ting everything visitors need to know about 

the event at their fingertips. It is possible to 

search alphabetically for exhibitors, or to find 

relevant suppliers at Agritechnica 2019 on the 

basis of product categories. An extensive event 

overview allows visitors to sort the extensive 

technical programme according to presenta-

tion topics or days.
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Innovative trade fair concept
  Global agricultural technology platform with attractive

exhibition offering, new topics and visitor services –

   Start-ups present their innovations in the DLG-AgrifutureLab –

International specialist technical programme with conferences and forums

“Innovations, information, networking and 

business – this is what the world’s leading trade 

fair for agricultural technology stands for,” 

says Marie Servais, Project Manager at Agri-

technica, who is pleased with the high level 

of interest ahead of the event. “Agritechnica is 

fully booked out to the very last stand, and the 

event is once again the global platform for na

tional and international agriculture.

“With new services for visitors, such as our 

innovative Agritechnica app, but also new 

event formats such as International Farmers’ 

Day and the DLG-AgrifutureLab, we are offer

ing new platforms for the growing dynamics in 

agriculture and agricultural engineering,” adds 

Servais. “And under 2019’s guiding theme, 

“Global Farming – Local Responsibility”, we 

are discussing solutions for the sustainable 

future of agriculture in numerous forums, spe

cial features and conferences, together with the
cial features and conferences, together with the

agricultural machinery industry.”

DLG-AgrifutureLab: Agricultural 

start-ups present their innovations

With the DLG-AgrifutureLab (Pavilion 11, 

Hall 11), Agritechnica 2019 will be offering 

start-ups and other recently established in

novative companies the opportunity to pro

vide answers to the big questions about the 

future of agriculture by providing them 
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The countdown to the 

   world’s largest
agricultural machinery 
     exhibition has started


